
Unwind into Autumn

1) Nature, Harvest & Ritual

2) Yin & Yang - TCM (Traditional Chinese Medicine)

Seasonal Yoga

As the warmth & spontaneity of Summer concludes & flows into the cool nights & bright days of 
Autumn, we enter a more internal & reflective time. Nature begins to rest & conserve its energy.  
Yet, rather than following the guidance of the natural world to slow down, we often receive the 

energy of Fall as a directive to channel our focus into new projects, activities & hurried 
routines. Nearing Fall Equinox, light & dark come to their most balanced point, however, we can 

easily feel the balance missing in our own bodies & states of being.  In order to benefit from this shift 
(rather than burn out), we can look to our yoga practice, pranayama, meditation, seasonal foods 

& rituals to cultivate balance.

Autumn: three perspectives

The harvest: early Autumn marks a time of harvest & gathering. We should practice gratitude 
for what the last cycle of growth has created (in nature & in our own lives).
It is also a moment to cleanse & release old matter &  stories. As nature begins to enter 
hibernation, we enter a state of rest & release. As the leaves being to fall, we are reminded of 
how beautiful it is to let things go. While this phase of diminishing energy can bring sorrow, it is 
just as necessary as any other point of the cycle of growth & life. 
Each culture has myth & ritual as a marker of seasonal transitions. These themes of gratitude & 
release in Autumn relate to the myth of Persephone, the beginning of the stag hunt, and the 
feasts of Mabon & Thanksgiving. Later in the season, Halloween & Samhain celebrate themes of 
light & darkness and engaging with our shadow side. 
Autumn Equinox (around Sept 21st) marks the most balanced moment of light & dark, and the 
turning point to longer nights. 

Equinox also marks the shift to the yin energy from the yang.
    - the nature of yin is: feminine, lunar, dark, cool, quiet, still, internal, reflective, intuitive

In the Chinese element & meridian system, Autumn is related to the metal element 
    - the coldest, hardest element, related to lungs & large intestine (gathering in & letting go) 
    - energy lines run from the lungs, down the lateral arm to the thumbs, then return up the back of  
      the arm through the shoulder. Pranayama is another great way to work with the lungs. 
    - emotions: sadness, grief, sorrow, depression or discernment, determination, purpose, reverence 

people fall sick in autumn because they do not adapt to the natural change 
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3) Ayurveda

Ayurveda is a sister science to yoga which evolved in the same context in India. It views health & 
wellbeing as connected to one's constitution (dosha). Each individual has a prominent dosha or a 
unique combination of two or three. There are three doshas with distinct qualities: 

        - kapha: earth & water, stable, heavy, slow, cool, soft (strongest in Spring)  
        - pitta: fire & water, transformative, hot, light, connected to digestion (strongest in Summer) 
        - vata: air & ether, mobile, dry, light, cold, rough (strongest in Autumn) 

Our wellbeing and dosha is influenced by our surrounding environment & seasonal changes. 
therefore we can use Ayurveda to create a balance between the inner body & outer environment. 
Vata is the dosha that becomes most dominant this time of year. Vata energy is related to legs, as 
it creates mobility & movement. It is the most easily disturbed of doshas. There is a phenomenon 
known as "vata-derangement" when vata is imbalanced or in excess, causing us to feel too restless, 
anxious, busy, and unfocused. 
There are helpful ways we can balance Vata energy in the Autumn to lessen these effects. Eating 
warming foods that are grounding and flavored with spice, and wearing bright warm colors can 
help harmonize. There are also many balancing techniques we can include in our yoga practice...

From an Ayurvedic perspective, we should focus on warmth, nourishment, grounding in our yoga
practice for balance in Autumn.  Smoothe & fluid movement can also help dry, rough vata
energy. 
In your yoga practice, focus on grounding by building a stable foundation in each pose, or
exploring grounding shapes like child's pose, forward folds or rooted yin poses
Included warming poses like twists & gentle backbends that stimulate internal heat
Vata can be soothed by mindful, smooth, repetitive patterns of movement which help to subdue
the restless or unfocused mind. Visualize moving slowly through warm water as you practice
Use pranayama to support Vata and work with the lung meridian 
In yin, explore poses that open the shoulders & chest to stimulate the metal element lung/large
intestine meridian related to Autumn
Work with the theme of gratitude to celebrate your own abundance and harvest. Or the theme
of release, as the next phase of the cycle of growth to clear away worn out feelings & beliefs. 
Use practices like yin & restorative to go with (rather than against) the nature of the seasons. Rest
& regenerate by using gentle & grounded poses to reduce the depletion of stress. 
Evoke pratyahara - the shift from the external to the internal, from our outer to inner experience.
Use meditation to get in touch with your mind & body in a moment of change & transition
Allow your yoga practice to be your ritual time & space to honor the change of the seasons
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Deep stretches, held longer to release fascia & stimulate chi (energy)  
Yin Poses for Autumn (metal Element - shoulder openers):  heart-melting pose, sphinx, threaded needle, 
Pec stretch, cross your heart, laying twist, eagle arms, supported backbends 
Yin Method: 1 - find the edge, 2 - become still, 3 - observe & witness (3-5minutes), 4 - slowly release

Both yin & restorative are slow, still practices that utilize yoga props, but there are many differences:

Yin + Restorative Yoga
Like the Earth, seemingly beginning to conserve her energy deep below the surface, we also need to 
restore & create time to withdraw. Pratyahara, one of the eight limbs of yoga, describes the withdrawal 
or resting of the senses. Allowing this introspection in a still yin yoga practice or supported restorative 
practice is also well suited to this time of year. The energy of the yin (feminine, lunar, dark, still & 
internal) is growing stronger, so a yin practice of maintaining grounded stretches in meditative 
awareness for a lengthy period of 3-5 minutes nicely compliments this shift. Restorative yoga too allows 
regeneration & balance in the still surrender of effortless postures using many props for deep comfort.

Completely supporte poses to create deep rest & undue depleting stress responses. 
Conditions for restorative yoga: still, quiet, dark & warm 
Restorative Poses for Autumn: nourishing twists, gentle heart openers, any pose really... 
just the focus of grounding & rest.


